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From building fires to building shelters, the very best advice from
expert survivalist Bradford Angier all in a single handy guide, newly
revised and updated. The publication comprises a broad collection of
abilities, and both novice and expert alike can expert them. Recently
revised and updated! For everyone, whether familiar with the outside or
not, there will come a period when you will need to understand how to
stay alive in the backcountry. Author Bradford Angier and editor Maryann
Karinch arranged these basic, crucial skills out for you in apparent and
concise language.
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Excellent assortment of Bradford Angier's work I have been a enthusiast
of Mr Angier's function since We was a young boy. My mother had a lot of
his books. I assume I was thinking that books with color photos had been
excellent but I now know that that's not true. Five Stars as described
quick shipping AN ABSOLUTE MUST HAVE For Wilderness Survival Or
SURVIVING IN The Wilderness LONGTERM! Excellent book, tons of great
information. Great reminder on several things including canoe paddle
strokes. I would recommend it for nostalgia if nothing at all else.
Because the days of open up wilderness and campfires are virtually gone
permanently.It still contains advice on many aspects of camping and
tromping through the forest, however. Five Stars Bradford Angier was the
best in outdoor living. So that prompted me to look on Amazon and I came
across this. A Great Classic! I may`t believe I saw this book on the
shelf for 14 years rather than bought it. Keep looking around Got this
before a cross country ride on my motorcycle. She commented that they
had all disappeared and she could not find them any more. Judge a book
by it`s content and substance not by whether it provides high res photos
or not really. When I have a few minutes and really examined it, I
noticed that this is an awesome survival reserve for survival in the
woods and wilderness living/camping. He gives stories and personal
experiences linked to every skill that he teaches here and it`s very
enjoyable reading. Actually, he gives advice that I experienced never
seen or go through in various other survival books. If you want to
retreat to the woods for a few days or quite a while this is a great
book to understand and practice from. There are better options out
there. The writer describes every part of the survival skills with great
detail. If you are new to wilderness survival or a pro you will love
this book and learn something from it. I contemplate it a top 10
wilderness survival reserve easily. I made the mistake of judging it by
it`s collection drawn illustrations which incidentally are excellent. It
lacks relevance for me and seems years outdated. It reminds me of the
initial Boy Scout Manual which was released in 1908 which originated
from a book called "Woodcraft and Indian Lore". Great book!The majority
of his books recycled the same materials again and again. Very Thorough
Book! Great thorough book! So this excellent collection probably
contains almost everything I recall him ever writing. Thick and solid
book.
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